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Interesting but short topic.
In the Sefer Yetzirah which is called the "Book of Formation", which is the story of how Rabbis
created the jew made Hebrew Alphabet (they name themselves God as usual in this book), they
just give the array on some subjects, amongst one of these, is lying. These can be found in
annotated versions especially under the letter "Betai" or "Beys" or "Bet" which is a letter
associated in hebrew with the feminine element and the ability to lie. This is why they start the
bible with the Bet, because it is a loose lie.
The jewish method of lying consists of mixing and perverting information. Other than that,
outrageous lying. For example, as the jews command in many of their social engineering book,
a lie, in order to be successful, has to have truth in it, or it cannot stand. Otherwise, the lie must
be so monstrous, and so beyond comprehension, that it simply passes down as truth.
One of these lies is Rabbi Jesus. A lie so big, that literally made the brain of ancient people just
lag. So what, you can get saved just by belief in a jewish guy?
This is typical in all sorts of swindlers, the lies are huge, outrageous, completely contrary to any
logic, and against any analysis whatsover.
This is a method of inversion they follow. The Demons who were divine for the ancient people,
they call them and enforce the meme that they are the source of all evil. This inversion is simple
as the jews seek to overthrow a structure upside down.
For example, Stalin's genocides are pinned on Hitler. All the responsibility of all crimes is thrown
on the innocents. All the crimes of jews, they pin on their enemies. An example here is how they
do the ritual of the Goat of Azazel on which they throw all the wrongdoings of the Jewish Race
on the Gentile God that they call Azazel.
Another of the most major conceptions of jews is that you can do any crime you want, and if you
are not caught, it's all fine. If you get called, then this is "Satan". Satan is called the Accuser
simply because he seeks to punish you for it.
Crimes especially on the back of the goyim are perfectly fine and permissible - the only
'unfortunate' thing is that you can get caught of it, this is the essence of the jewish mind.
The jew is uncreative in all his pursuits. The jew lies hugely but without creativity. This is why
also jewish literary work is just worthless, same as jewish music and anything else the jews
claim to be 'creators' of. This is evident in all their work. This became relevant when the jews
tried to enter meta-platonic schools and many other occult sciences and just had nothing to add
simply because as a species they are not meant for any high spiritual understanding. The same
thing happened in Freemasonry, it became just useless bullshit as usual. It sank to the level of
the jew.
Over time people have given more creativity to the jews than they deserve. Everything they

have is stolen. The belief that to steal is better than to create is a major one for the jews, they
believe others should do the work, while in the end they simply come and steal, and appropriate
these things as theirs. This is foundational in Judaism and is proof their "god" exists.
The jew eventhough never bored to say lies, is always a lazy and uncreative liar, but a crafty
one. Their laziness can be seen. For example, they just steal whole elements from a language
and they don't even bother to change them, just slightly appropriate them. They just take the
stories of the native population and just twist them in reverse.
The jewish brain is so lazy and psychotic that they believe that if people become angry for being
stolen, ripped of, and planned on extinction by the jews, that is some irrational thing, and that
this is of the 'devil'.
They stole the verb EL which was the name of "God" in the regions they were nested, and stuck
some random letters on the side, to make their "Angels". They stole some letters and put them
in different sequences to "create" their "alphabet". They stole the stories and creation myths of
other people and just corroded them to create their own history. Their so called "savior" and
their creation of Christianity is just a stolen Pagan story replayed all over again, but written in
hebrew, and with some hebrew protagonists in place, then some reversal towards the originals.
Just lazy stealing.
Do you want some names for your "God"? Take the ancient Gods of some other people and
slap them together, and here you go. Take Shiva and make Yeshiva, take Adonis and make
Adonai, take Sammash and make it into Shemmesh, and the list goes on. Why labor? You're a
worthless kike and you cannot create anything anyway.
If one examines the true history of the jews, it's a story of slaves and worthless beings.
Navigating in the desert, uncivilized and worthless, they never worked on the field or mined, or
created a house. They used to just live in tents like worthless beggars as usual, going around
and begging people to live in their country. If given mercy, they exploited this, and tried to kill
them after stealing from them. It's typical of the worthless to develop a mental disease of hyper
inflation of the ego, and the jews have this psychopathology more than any other race.
The jews are by nature a slave race, and no matter how many Armani and Golden Chains they
wear, they will always in their core be the same.
The Rabbis know that Judaism is an 'open culture', aka, if they find new interesting things to
steal, they incorporate them. The jews also have the doctrine of the "Exiles", aka, the fact that
they believe they were commanded by their "God", to be exiled in other nation, just to
essentially steal and corrupt spiritual knowledge, so they can have everything.
Thieving and lying to the jew is what eyeballs is to mammals. It's essential for survival.
Lastly the jews want to be taken seriously when Israel is literally the only place in the world
where a class in lying and mindfucking goyim is literally a state affair. It's called Yeshiva school.
Lazy even here, they name it Ye-Shiva, in blasphemy to Satan/Shiva, which is actually the lord
of Truth, as even those in basic yoga know is the nature of Shiva, naming their school of master
lying to add insult to injury.
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Schoenberg was a Jew who by his own bragging confession admitted he created a degenerated
form of music to create disharmony and trash the classic Hellenistic philosophy of music that
others like Wagner worked on which revolved around a different musical scale that related to
the union of notes in which they believed was the perfection of spirit and form. Schoenberg did
all his music in the chromatic scale instead. Some have claimed this scale induces a chaotic
mindset into people and maybe even mental illness in extreme cases. This is why Schoenberg
did this he was driven by the passion of his alien Jewish soul to ruin Gentile society and cultural
forms. As part of the Jews racial war on all mankind. What this kike did to music other kikes did
to the other arts with modern art. A empty, mentality ill, nihilism, trash that is literally in many
cases poop paintings and toilets as art. This is why there is some much nihilistic sophism
surrounding and justifying this trash culture of phoney art. Without this it would have nothing to
cloak itself and agenda in.

